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Valinos
 
Valinos is an idea born of the ambition to provide people 
with the best orthopedic support for their feet in 
every situation. They should be able at all times to enjoy 
insoles that are not only comfortable, but trendy and 
individual, too. The goal of the overall concept is a high- 
quality product that combines individual design wishes with 
the foot care the customer requires. The valinos series 
offers you modern leisure time footwear that agrees with 
your feet and legs.

How are valinos made?
 
Based on measurements of the customer‘s feet, the foot-
bed is adapted to individual requirements. The latest 
CNC milling technology, certified materials and consider- 
able craftsmanship combine to create a long-lived high 
quality product.

What do valinos look like?
 
No two pair are alike. The wide variety of possible combin- 
ations keeps creating new compositions. In this way, the 
customer obtains unique footwear that is perfectly tuned 
to his or her wishes and needs. Valinos are suited for all 
those who love special things and don‘t want to do 
without incomparable comfort.
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BeaCH

Our valinos Beach series combines that best that 
 a trendy shoe and an individual footbed can 
currently offer. Correction is configured to enable 
fatigue-free walking without incorrect weight 
bearing. The toe area is modeled to conform to 
your own toe shape. Modeling ensures perfect 
valinos hold without provoking the toes to claw. 
Every valinos is modeled and designed according 
to the wearer‘s foot measurement data. In add- 
ition, foot corrections are undertaken on the basis 
of individual requirements. The special insole 
design grips your heel, thus preventing it from in- 
verting as with flip-flops.



BAsic

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.

Beach Classic
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Abaco

Addu

Abaco

Adams
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Adi

Agattu

Antigua



AdvAnced midsole
Beach Classic
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This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.

Abingdon Abingdon 

Adak
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AkunAkun

JavaJava
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AdvAnced RoUnd
Beach Classic
This model created from two different bedding

materials. One is the footbed material, the other the
Round in a contrasting color.

AgpatAgpat

AlsAlofi
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AdvAnced line
Beach Classic

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.

AlabatAlabat

Aldea Alicudi



BAsic
Beach Cross
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Calino

CabralesCabrales

Camorta

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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Charlton

Chiloe

Clarion



Beach croSS
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CameronCameron

Capri Cheduba

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.

AdvAnced midsole
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CookCook

CocoCoco



BAsic
Beach Slim
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Lanai

Laeso

Lifou

Laeso

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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LihirLihir

LindhardsLindhards



Beach Slim
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Lomblen Lomblen 

Lulu

AdvAnced midsole

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.
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La Sola

LynnsLynns

La Sola
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AdvAnced RoUnd
Beach Slim

LipariLipari

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.
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AdvAnced line
Beach Slim

LopeviLopevi

Lubang Lucie

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.
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Fit
 
This valinos version is based on the proven foot- 
bed of our valinos Beach models. Since the  
forefoot is equipped with only one strap, valinos 
Fit models are very well suited for use as train- 
ing and therapy devices and for activating the foot 
musculature. The footbed is adapted to the 
wearer‘s individual requirements on the basis of 
foot measurements. 



BAsic
Fit Classic
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Manhattan

MangoleMangole

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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AdvAnced midsole

Fit Classic
This model consists of bedding material as well as

color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not
only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and

cushions it as well.

MarmaraMarmara

Masirah Mayotte
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AdvAnced RoUnd
Fit Classic

MaateaMaatea

Michelsen Mikonos

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.
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AdvAnced line
Fit Classic

MehetiaMehetia

Melville Merigi

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.



BAsic
Fit one
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Luzon

Lembata

Makira

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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MareMare

MojoMojo



AdvAnced midsole
Fit one
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MalaitaMalaita

Morotai Mota

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.
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MustiqueMustique

MussauMussau
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AdvAnced RoUnd
Fit one

MajuroMajuro

Mona Moratau

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.
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AdvAnced line
Fit one

MallorcaMallorca

Malta Morea

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.
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Sandals

The Sandals version is based on the special and 
proven footbed design of our valinos Beach models. 
The special requirements for wearing our valinos  
Sandals models are considered and integrated into  
it, beginning with the footbed shape. This results 
 in maximum wearing comfort. For Sandals, straps 
are available with 2 or 3 buckles. For customers with 
special foot problems, a 2-buckle strap is available 
together with a heel strap. This gives the wearer 
greater security and better hold. valinos Sandals are 
well suited for use as slippers and can be worn all 
year long.



BAsic
SandalS tWo
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Pag

MunaMuna

Puerto Rico

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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Stokes

Spitzberg

Statia



AdvAnced midsole
SandalS tWo
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Sandoy Santa Cruz

SamosSamos

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.
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SapudiSapudi

Skye 

SusakSusak
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AdvAnced RoUnd
SandalS tWo

SokotraSokotra

Sumatra Tonga

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.
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AdvAnced line
SandalS tWo

StordStord

Subi Sula

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.



BAsic
SandalS tHree
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Neuguinea

MauritiusMauritius

Nias

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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Tahiti

Taku

Thaa



AdvAnced midsole
SandalS tHree
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TikuTiku

Tubuai Tuanake

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.
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SizilienSizilien

NegrosNegros
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AdvAnced RoUnd
SandalS tHree

TalibuTalibu

Tasmanien Tobago

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.
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AdvAnced line
SandalS tHree

SenjaSenja

Temoe Thurston

This model is created from two different
bedding materials. One is the footbed material, the other

is the Line in a contrasting color.



BAsic
SandalS tWo one
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Okinawa

Ohiti

Olosega

Ohiti

This model is created from bedding
material and consists of a footbed, strap 

and outsole.
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Ono

Rhodos

Samar
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Obira Obira 

OrkneyOnotea

SandalS tWo one
AdvAnced midsole

This model consists of bedding material as well as
color-matched midsole. The inclusion of a midsole not

only enhances the shoe’s visual effect, but strengthens and
cushions it as well.
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AdvAnced RoUnd

This model created from two different bedding
materials. One is the footbed material, the other the

Round in a contrasting color.

OrellaOrella

Ormonde

SandalS tWo one
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beaCH
Fit

Sandals
This model is created from a bedding material 

with a Line or Round material and a 
midsole. This shoe offers both wearing comfort 

and top-end design.

pRemiUm

Maewo

Alifu Arno

Maui
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This model is created from a bedding material 
with a Line or Round material and a 

midsole. This shoe offers both wearing comfort 
and top-end design.

Neuirland

Savo

Savaii

Tanna

beaCH
Fit

Sandals
pRemiUm
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coveR

Fit
Sandals

Our valinos fi t and sandals can be covered by a special cover 
material. There a 4 different materials available. Depending
 on the selected cover’s composition, it can provide sweat 

absorption or a warming effect.

Lombok

Milos

Madura
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Fit
Sandals

Oland

Sable

coveR

Our valinos fi t and sandals can be covered by a special cover 
material. There a 4 different materials available. Depending 
on the selected cover’s composition, it can provide sweat

absorption or a warming effect.
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measurement
analysis 

design

Every valinos is produced individually according to the 
customer‘s foot measurements. To do so, the foot
shape is pressed in memory foam, or the customer‘s 
feet are measured. Which measurement system
is used for measuring, makes no difference for further 
processing.
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CraFtSmanSHiP

Valinos are the result of years of practical experience 
in foot orthopedics and fi rst-hand knowledge of the 
latest production technologies. Valinos foot bedding is 
made to conform to the customer‘s individual needs 
in accordance with foot orthopedics.

CertiFied
materialS

Since our materials form the basis of valinos, only 
certifi ed raw materials of proven quality are used. This 
enables all-round problem-free walking and makes 
valinos a shoe that can be worn every day.
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midsole · AdvAnced RoUnd · AdvAnced line 

All materials for beddings are also available for 
midsole, line and round.

bedding

BE05

BE09

BE01

BE06

BE10

BE02

BE07

BE11

BE03

BE08

BE12
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midsole · AdvAnced RoUnd · AdvAnced line 

All materials for beddings are also available for 
midsole, line and round.

bedding

BE16

BE20

BE13

BE17

BE21

BE14

BE18

BE22

BE15

BE19

BE23



stRAps
Beach Classic
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Beach01 Beach02 Beach03 Beach04 Beach05

Beach06 Beach08 Beach09 Beach10 Beach12

Beach14 Beach15 Beach16 Beach20 Beach21

Beach22 Beach23 Beach25 Beach28 Beach31

stRAps

The straps for our valinos series, as with almost all valinos  
components, are made by hand. We make us of high-quality and  

durable materials. The considerable color and material range make  
almost everything possible.

Beach
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Beach32 Beach33 Beach34 Beach35 Beach36

Cross01

Slim01

Cross02

Slim02

Cross03

Slim03

Cross04 Cross05

Beach37 Beach38

stRAps
Beach CroSS

stRAps
Beach Slim
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stRAps
Fit Classic

FITC01 FITC02

stRAps
Fit one

FIT19 FIT20 FIT21 FIT22

stRAps
Sandals two

Sand01 Sand07 Sand09 Sand11 Sand15
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stRAps
Sandals tHree

Sand04

Sand14

Sand06

Sand16

Sand08

Sand17

Sand10

Sand18

Sand02

Sand12

Sand19

stRAps
Sandals tWo one

FERSE01 FERSE02 FERSE03 FERSE04
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